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design preferred by character types. And the result is as follows.
First, according to the result of examining the research subjects' MBTI character types, the preference indexes include the sensing type (72.5%), thinking type (66.3%), and extroverted type (53.4%) in order. The percentage of the character types is as follows: ISTJ 20.4%, ESTJ 19.9%, ESTP 8.7%, INFP 7.7%, and ESFP 7.1% in order.
Second, according to the result of examining the adult women's satisfaction with fitness wear and criteria to choose one, they were very dissatisfied with wearing fitness wear for exercise in terms of outing, the latest trend, or impression to the other sex. They also responded that they were dissatisfied with the items of design and style, color, or the latest trend. Regarding the criteria to choose fitness wear, they said that the aspects of wearability, activity, or management are very important, and color, design and style, and matching between the upper and lower clothes are important.
Third, according to the result of examining the adult women's design preferences for fitness wear, the materials preferred include cotton containing spandex, 100% cotton, cotton mixed with spandex‧synthetic fiber in order. The neckline preferred for fitness wear is the round neckline, the length of the upper clothes preferred is the mid-hip length, the fitness of the upper clothes preferred is the style with the five to seven-centimeter spare in the waist, the length of the sleeves preferred is the one-third length, the logo of the fitness wear preferred is on the chest area, the color arrangement of the cutting line preferred is on the waist, the length of the lower clothes preferred is up to ankles, the waist style preferred is the style with a rubber band with a strap, and the bottom line of pants preferred is the straight line. Also, the colors of the upper clothes preferred as fitness wear are black, white, and pink while for the lower clothes, black, navy, or gray was preferred. The tones preferred for the upper clothes are black, pastel tones, and primary colors while for the tones of the lower clothes, black, dark colors, and pastel tones were preferred.
According to the result of examining fitness wear design by preference indexes of character types, in the upper clothes fitness, the introverted type (I) and the feeing type (F) preferred the box style, in the cutting line color arrangement of the upper clothes, the intuitive type (N) and the judging type (J) preferred the shoulder color arrangement, and the extrovert type (E) and feeling type (F) preferred the waist and shoulder color arrangement. Regarding the length of the lower clothes, the extroverted type (E), intuitive type (N), and thinking type (T) preferred the shorts length than the seven-tens length while the thinking type (T) and extroverted type (E) preferred the style with rather wide bottom of pants. 
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[표 7] 헬스복 하의 선호 스타일 유 형 상 의 하 의 네 크 라 인 길 이 피 트 성 소 매 길 이 로 고 위 치 배 색 길 이 허 리 모 양 바 지 단 외 향 형 (E) 내 향 형 (I) 감 각 형 (S) 직 관 형 (N) 사 고 형 (T) 감 정 형 (F) 판 단 형 (J) 인 식 형 (P) 선호 색상 상 의 하 의 선호 색조 상 의 하 의 빨강
